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Company Name Totetsu manufacturing company Limited

Incorporated 1919

Paid-in Capital J. Yen 60million

Head Office 3-6-11, Osaki, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 141-
0032, Japan

Factory 1599, Kamoda, Kawagoe-city, Saitama 350-
0844, Japan

Employees 16

Business Content

• Design ad engineering of rainwater 
storage system

• Manufacture of water tank
• Manufacture of civil engineering 

materials



Introduction to
the Universal water storage system



（1）Please get the images
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First of all, please get the images of our systems to see some of the pictures.

This is underground tank in the schoolyard Half underground tank at the empty space

Underground tank in the park



Half underground tanks at the empty space in the town
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Underground tank in the large field



Although on the after 

mentioned JICA project, the 

method of brick laying was 

first adopted as a remaining 

formwork during concrete 

placement. After that, UN 

form was newly developed 

and completed.
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（2）What’s UN water storage system
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By these technologies, we can make four types of storage tank
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This is the standard structure of UN water storage system made by model.

（3）Characteristics of this system



In case of making structure by using 
only Aqua Palace parts.

In case of making concrete walls.
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In this system, we can make partition walls at any places easily.
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And about outer walls, we use the
leave in place frame, named UN Form.

the detailed drawing in the next page
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Axial pipe

By inserting the axial pipes, the 
exterior becomes one solid 
piece, creating a solid structure.

Partition plate

Along the perimeter of the partition 
plates, there are holes for a 
reinforcing rod so that the rod may 
connect partition plates.

Aqua Palace tank exterior

Reinforcing rod

Separator

UN FormPour in the ready-mixed concrete

By passing a reinforcing rod through the perimeter of the 
partition plates and pouring ready-mixed concrete into it, 
the main body of the Aqua palace and the concrete wall 
become one, thereby creating a solid UN storage system. 

The corrugated 
plastic (plastic 
cardboard) used as 
an inner frame plate

Wire mesh rebar

These Charts show the structures of the UN Form which joined to Aqua Palace 
in the real construction
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In the existing concrete construction, we need a lot of works to prepare for fixing 
the plates to inject ready mixed concrete. 

In the UN storage system, we can leave out all of these works.



We put PVC pipes between the walls

4/4

1/3

1/4
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In this system we can adjust the number of pipes
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Repeating the ways of this method above mentioned we can 
make any size of water tanks as large as we need. 
For instance we can construct the volume of 50,000m3 tank easily.
And at the same time, we perfected the way of casting freshly 
mixed concrete continuously from the foundation to sidewall 
portions without causing a cold joint, as a result we can construct 
a completely waterproof tank without junctions.



① We can build a storage system out of inexpensive concrete and in a short 

construction period, regardless of place (underground, semi-underground or above 

ground) and scale (extra-large, medium or small scale).

② Through the synergy of Aqua Palace storage material and concrete, it has made 

building a structure that exceeds the toughness of conventional concrete tanks possible.

③ It has created a completely waterproof tank with no joints by pouring concrete in 

succession, starting from the foundation to the exterior section and then to the crown.

④ Because it doesn’t require any special skills or any special hard-to-obtain material, it 

is a system that can easily be constructed almost anywhere in the world. 

The functions and features that have been achieved so far
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JICA Adopted our technology
In 2014, UN Water Storage System was adopted as a research project in India by

JICA(Japan International Cooperation Agency), its construction started in 2017

and completed in 2019.

Under the theme of “Survey on Manufacturing and Sales of Plastic Rainwater

Underground Storage System that Fills the Water Supply and Demand Gap”.

It will contribute to solve the water shortage problem in India by realizing the

rainwater harvesting largely.

After completion, it is operating as a storage utilization system in Chennai, India.

Outline specifications

Location: Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India

Technology used: Universal rainwater underground storage system(UN system)

Size: 620 cubic meters

（4）Construction case
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Applications of the UN System

Securing a domestic water supply for each region

Preparing for disasters and emergencies

Using as a fire-fighting water supply
Preventing the beginning of spreading of forest fires
Urban flood prevention and groundwater cultivation

Securing industrial water and agricultural water

From Dams & Reservoirs to UN water storage system

（5）Marketability

Superiority in Price
Only one existing technology which can make huge water storage tank is
precast concrete method, but this technology needs a lot of money and
time in construction.
In case of UN water storage system it cost at least half of that in money and
needs much shorter construction time.
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